
The Digital Transformation of Society and 
Business - and how it may impact IP 





I may well have more questions than answers, today, such as…



What does ‘ownership’ mean in this world?





Foresights

Understand

Imagine

Observe

Are you future-ready?



Technology is now the driving force in society: software is eating the world!“First we shape our tools, then our tools shape us” (Marshall Mc Luhan)



Everything gets connected: Data is the new oil



…and artificial Intelligence is the new electricity 



Artificial Intelligence? “Computer systems able to perform tasks that normally require human intelligence, such as 

visual perception, speech recognition, decision-making, and translation between languages” Wikipedia



$4-11 Trillion 
of economic 

impact

“With the Internet of Things soon upon us, the lines of ownership will continue to blur as 
software and software updates may limit consumers’ abilities to use a car, thermostat, or 

programmable cat-feeder”  Source: Slate.com Nov 2016



The cognification of networked machines represents an even bigger change to society than electrification

A new meta-intelligence: what about IP?



Business as usual is dead or dying - transform or risk irrelevance  



“When experts are wrong it’s often because they’re experts on an earlier version of the world”Paul Graham
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Humanity will change more in the next 20 years than the previous 300 years





Who will own an AI’s 
ideas and ‘creations’?



Years not decades (#hellven)



Man or Machine?



How computable 

are we… or our 

lives and our 

creations?



Let’s not confuse a clear view with a short distance *
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We’re at the pivot point of exponential technological changes  
- to keep on thinking linear will be detrimental



Image via Frank Diana TCS

IP paradigm changes everywhere



Science fiction is increasingly becoming science fact
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Tsunami of game-changers: those that see them early can be prepared



We are entering an era where ‘impossible’ increasingly becomes ‘doable’
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We are entering an era where ‘impossible’ increasingly becomes ‘doable’





3D printed products: sell the license, not the copy (or distribution): a whole new business model!





“These revolutionary 

technologies will undoubtedly 

improve our lives and transform 

the economy, but that its rules 

have yet to be worked out 

publicly and may make headlines 

along the way” 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office Chief Communication’s Officer Patrick Ross 



https://www.digitaltrends.com/

DRM for CAD files? New license models? DMCA X.0 ?



As everything moves into the cloud, value will be determined by relevance not distribution



The very definition of ‘copy’ is increasingly  outmoded by digitization, virtualisation and the cloud   



The world is moving towards intangible assets, experiences and platforms



From unit sales to experiences: a painful licensing and IP-paradigm evolution



Digitization: from physical to digital, virtual and intelligent: dramatic unit price / cost reduction

Media & Information 
Money & Finance 
Manufacturing 
Pharma & Medical 
Transportation & Mobility 
Education & Learning  
Food & Water 
Energy 
.gov

“If copies become free or very 
cheap, sell something that can’t 

be copied” (Kevin Kelly)



  

Paradigm reversals … aberrations or trend?



Lexmark saw a loophole in patent exhaustion. The license 
on the shrinkwrap, the company said, rendered sales of 
toner cartridges “conditional,” such that exhaustion no 

longer applied. That meant that consumers  and refillers 
who helped them could be charged with patent 

infringement simply for violating the terms of the license. 
Lexmark sued dozens of refilling companies on this theory. 

http://www.slate.com/articles/technology/future_tense/2016/10/how_lexmark_is_redefining_ownership.html

If this patent theory stands, the implications for 
ownership are widespread. All sorts of products—

cars, computers, Internet of Things cat feeders—can 
be patented. Under Lexmark’s theory, if a product 

manufacturer wants to restrict how its products are 
used (drive your car only on Wednesdays; fill your cat 
feeder only with authorized brands)… enable an era 

of patent-law–backed DRM on everything.

https://www.google.com/patents/US7650855


The ‘you-bought-it-but-you-don’t-really-own-it’ 

phenomenon. Through restrictive licensing terms and 

digital and physical locks, more companies have 

started to obstruct users’ abilities to access, share, 

alter, and repair their purchases. 

Apple Music swapped out its users’ music files 

overnight and replaced them with streaming versions 

that lived in the cloud.  Macbooks now come with 

proprietary screws that make them difficult to open and 

repair. Lexmark made printers that stopped working if 

they detected unauthorized ink.

http://www.slate.com/articles/technology/future_tense/2016/10/how_lexmark_is_redefining_ownership.html

Using technology to disempower licensed consumers (or businesses) ?

http://www.slate.com/articles/technology/future_tense/2016/10/how_consumers_misunderstand_buy_now_buttons.html
http://www.slate.com/articles/technology/future_tense/2016/10/how_consumers_misunderstand_buy_now_buttons.html
http://www.slate.com/articles/technology/future_tense/2016/10/how_consumers_misunderstand_buy_now_buttons.html
https://www.ifixit.com/Teardown/Retina+MacBook+2015+Teardown/39841
https://www.ifixit.com/Teardown/Retina+MacBook+2015+Teardown/39841


Copying pretty much anything is getting exponentially 
easier - can you sell something that can’t be copied?



Technological progress, consumer demand, the global quest for convenience and sheer scale 
of new markets is creating new ways of monetisation beyond unit sales (and their protection)



How will the concept of (intellectual) property need to change in an exponential world?



Image via Tumblr 

A post-scarcity world: huge impact on copyright, IP and trademarks

Post-scarcity: An economic condition in which material goods are 
available freely or at minimal cost thanks to technological innovation



The future: from products to services to experiences 
Experiences cannot be automated !



Now: sell pills, rely on patents

The future: sell personalised 
medical experiences, rely 

on platform’s attraction and 
the power of being 

indispensable

Personalised medicine and the pharma-technology convergence: 
selling experiences will be fundamentally different



Anything that can be digitized or automated, will be…

…yet anything that cannot be digitized or automated, will become much more valuable 



“On the one hand information wants to be expensive, because it's so valuable. The right information in the 
right place just changes your life. On the other hand, information wants to be free, because the cost of 
getting it out is getting lower and lower all the time. So you have these two fighting against each other”   

Steward Brand, 1984

HellVen !



The timelines of almost every product and brand are accelerating.  

Monetisation is compressed in terms of duration, but much larger in scope and reach 

Liquidity and enablement over protection becomes the new normal?



From ownership to access (license), from destinations to platforms

https://moniquelombardo.wordpress.com/2016/08/17/the-working-bees-of-facebook/



From ownership to access: legal frameworks will evolve more quickly, as well



Liquid systems beat everything else: how can you make patent- and trademark laws more liquid?





Digitization   
Mobilisation   
Personalisation 
Datafication 
Cognification 
Automation 
Anticipation 
Augmentation 
Disintermediation  
Platformization 
Virtualization 
Robotization

The Megashifts impacting IP



 

Many new doors are opening - and some are closing 

http://megashifts.com


Entering the era of intelligent machines: who owns what they 
produce, and do we still own and control what they feed on?



If they can learn… can they create… own things?
Thinking Machines |  Cognitive Computing  | Deep Learning | Artificial Intelligence



Cognitive computing, artificial intelligence and deep learning: huge impact (+-)
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Speaking to machines changes…everything



The future of the professions: we know more than we  
can tell, and we can’t automate what we don’t understand



Yet machines don’t think like humans do!
Thinking Machines |  Cognitive Computing  | Deep Learning | Artificial Intelligence

“Whatever is very simple for a human is very hard for a  computer, 
and whatever is very hard for a human is simple for a computer”  

(riffing off Hans Moravec)



(Not really)





Own and enforce IP

From ownership to access: towards liquid 
licensing, fluid ecosystems, unique experiences 





Expect rapid exponential, combinatorial and interdependent changes 

Understand the Megashifts: digitization, datafication, cognification… 

Become an expert in the next version of the world: boost future-readiness! 

Business as usual is dead: do what works today and prepare for tomorrow  

Anything that cannot be digitised becomes extremely valuable: experiences 

The future of human work (the professions): become more human! (EI, HI)

Summary



Thanks for your time and attention! 
Download this deck at www.futuristgerd.com


